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This needs to go far and wide.

he knows.

Lin knows what went down pic.twitter.com/3rQsblyRCR

— CommunityCorner (@EdenfieldPl) January 2, 2021
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Highlights of this thread: 

1. China is the aggressor
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2. Iran is the proxy bogeyman - the excuse to launch WWIII (look here not there) 

3. Their aim is to divide the country against itself and they feel they succeeded 

4. They use crime (poisoning) + law to protract the crisis

5. They are throwing low level operatives under the bus and distancing themselves from them

6. They are projecting their own crimes onto the victims of their crimes (eg blaming General Flynn’s “digital soldiers” for

election interference - that is all of us, folks)

7. The war is going to intensify

8. We must stick together and pray if we are going to win

9. There are a lot of people who silently live in panic and fear for trying to do the right thing

10. Know that when Patriots speak of the true evil of the enemy we are fighting, that they are not making stuff up.

**THEY NEED TO COMPROMISE SCOTUS TO FINISH THIS — EYES ON!**

From me: Why in the last two days am I “suddenly” seeing Chinese social as a “share” item on YouTube; Chinese payment

methods at CVS; and the Chinese non-social-distanced, New Year’s celebration online? Economy tops?

WAKE UP WAKE UP WAKE UP

WAKE OTHER PEOPLE UP

WHITE SQUALL!
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Also, I am suddenly getting tons of recommended or promoted accounts that are blue checkmark Chinese.
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